I. Approval of Minutes March 25, 2011

II. Discussion of GUEST document

III. Discussion of alignment between Special Emphasis designation and ES goals

IV. Request from April Bradley re. Psych 270
   “Last year we received notification that the course had been revalidated and the minutes indicate it was revalidated. However, we later received the sub-committee form indicating provisional validation and it is currently on this year's revalidation list. On behalf of the Psychology Department, I am requesting that the status of Psychology 270 be changed to Revalidated in Spring 2010 with a normal revalidation cycle, as this is consistent with the ES Committee minutes.”

V. Student Petitions, if any

VI. Sub-committee timelines for outstanding revalidations

VII. Distribution of materials to sub-committees

VIII. Announcements & Matters Arising
   April 8 meeting canceled; recommend using meeting time for sub-committee meetings on outstanding revalidations
   NDGE Summit: Friday, April 29th in Fargo